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Form redefined, designed to last.
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RETAIL
WHOLESALE
CONTRACT

DESIGNED & CONSTRUCTED IN GREECE

40 YEARS CRAFTMANSHIP
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Low maintenance needs

Water, Sun & Wind
                  ResistantDurable

Lightweight 
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At INOMO we develop high-end design furniture made for the future.
INOMO GRP designs transform ideas into unique furnishing and living 
space objects. 
    
INOMO Collections are Resistant to Water,Sun & Wind,are durable,
lightweight and need low maintenance.

A selective assortment of ready-to-purchase furniture and living equip-
ment focusing on sculptural forms and minimal lines that highlight the 
malleable, endless opportunities of fiberglass. The pieces within the col-
lections signal a return to liquidity and draw inspiration from archetypical 
design forms, juxtaposing form with innovative material. 

Explore online the Awarded INOMO Collections, developed along the 
principles of innovation, originality and endurance that INOMO Studio 
has been known for.           

INOMO, handmade fibreglass creations designed to last.

form. redefined.

At INOMO we develop furniture and interior design solutions 
out of the ordinary.

Visionary yet uncomplicated, INOMO GRP solutions transform 
ideas into unique furnishing and design objects.

WAVES Collection

A collection designed by Manos Tsikliotis for INOMO inspired 
by the movement of the waves in the Mediterrenanen sea. A 
summer collection reflecting the calmness and casualness of 
the universal appeal of the sea.

A collection of 3 outdoor daybeds with revolutionary de-
sign. The daybeds can be installed at home, on the sand or 
afloat,into the sea, securely anchored in shallow water, or into 
the pool.

The collection aims to offer a new,unique, experience to the 
customer as it is the first  floating daybed collection. WAVES 
Collection brings the comfort and the quality of interior furni-
ture to outdoor use without losing it’s original qualities.

As every INOMO product, it is suitable for outside use, even in 
the most extreme weather conditions since it is made of fiber-
glass using the hand lay up,handmade,method. 

Let the rhythm of the water set your soul free.

Vivian Paraschou 
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WAVES - A FLOATING Collection
COLLECTION BY MANOS TSIKLIOTIS

INNOVATION MEETS DESIGN CREATING THE FIRST FLOATING 
DAYBED COLLECTION

   
A collection designed by Manos Tsikliotis for INOMO inspired by the 
movement of the waves in the Mediterrenanen sea. A summer collec-
tion reflecting the calmness and casualness of the universal appeal of 
the sea.
     
A collection of 3 outdoor daybeds with revolutionary design. 
The daybeds can be installed at home, on the sand or afloat,into the sea 
securely anchored in shallow water or into the pool.
     
The collection aims to offer a new,unique, experience to the customer 
as it is the first floating daybed collection. WAVES Collection brings the 
comfort and the quality of interior furniture to outdoor use without los-
ing it’s original qualities.
     
As every INOMO product, it is suitable for outside use, even in the most 
extreme weather conditions since it is made of fiberglass using the 
hand lay up,handmade,method.
     
Let the rhythm of the water set your soul free. 
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1. Silky White

2. Moon Grey

3. Rocky Black

Models
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WAVES Collection 
Finishes
Availabe in 3 different colours,white,grey & black.
Custom finish can be applied by order.
Ideal for outdoor use.

Waterproof Cushions
These waterproof cushions can remain outdoors whatever the weather and are easy to clean.
Comfortable and breathable enough to not holding seawater,these cushions add so much softness 
and comfort,while the colors and patterns add atmosphere & your personal style.
Choose from a variety of sewing styles due to your order.

The daybeds include Basic Waterproof Cushions easy to clean for indoor & outdoor use.
Sunbrella® fabrics can be applied with extra charge.
All fabrics are engineered to combine the highest level of design and performance.

Dimensions (cm):
Fiberglass Base: 210 length x 75 height rear  x 44 height front
Base Cushion: 170 length X 8 thickness
Throw Pillows: 60 x 60 + 60 x 45 + 55 x 45

(Alternative length: 160cm / available in pages 40-41)

55 x 45

60 x 45

60 x 60
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WAVES Collection 

COAST STOOL 
The stool, like the daybeds embodies rigid and resilient structures for rest and support that provide 
total comfort. Much like the name Coast, its soft forms are a tribute to the formal approach of the  
Mediterrenanen Seashore.

Ideal for indoor and outdoor use. Available in different finishes.

INCLUDES Waterproof Cushions
The stool includes Basic Waterproof Cushions easy to clean for indoor & outdoor use.
Sunbrella® fabrics can be applied with extra charge. 
All Sunbrella® fabrics are engineered to combine the highest level of design and performance.

Dimensions (cm)
Fiberglass Base: 84 lenght x 38 height  
Base Cushion: 74 length X 8 thickness
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MODERN TAKES Collection
COLLECTION BY GEORGE DRAKAKIS 

A collection designed by George Drakakis inspired by monumental 
shapes that defined beauty and form. Four pieces, “Nike; the Winged 
Victory”, “Fragments”, “Trojan Horse” and “Deadalous” have been de-
signed along minimal lines to accommodate modern indoor and out-
door living.

Sourcing inspiration from ancient Greek archetypical forms and con-
cepts, George Drakakis deployed advanced GRP design to create furni-
ture with sculptural sophistication made of innovative fibre-reinforced 
material. 

Eternal forms, re-made for the future. 
Discover Modern Takes, INOMOs first ready-to-purchase collection.

Iron A’ Design Award Winner (2016 - 2017 Period)
in Furniture, Decorative Items and Homeware Design  
Category. 
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MODERN TAKES Collection 

Nike; the Winged Victory - Side table
Inspired by the monumental statue of a winged female figure constructed circa 220-185 BC. 
Flowing lines and lightness portrayed with great virtuosity.

Ideal for indoor and outdoor use.

Available in two colours - white and black
Custom colours & finishes can be applied with extra charge.

Available in two sizes 
Side table / Dimensions: 60 cm length X 60 cm width X 45 cm height
Dining table (upon order) / Dimensions: 100 cm length X 100 cm width X 75 cm height 
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MODERN TAKES Collection 

Fragments - Stool / Side - table
“Fragments” is a geometric piece of furniture that rejuvenates the structure of a classic column blue-
print sketch. Its sculptural abstraction celebrates the continuity of design archetypes that INOMO 
values. Inspired by the Temple of Olympian Zeus in Athens, a colossal temple whose construction 
began in 6th century BC in order to become the greatest temple in the ancient world.

Ideal for indoor and outdoor use.

Functions both as stool and as side-table.

Available in three colours - white,black & metallic
Custom colours & finishes can be applied with extra charge.

Dimensions: 57.3 cm diameter X 40 cm height 
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MODERN TAKES Collection 

Trojan Horse- Dining Chair
Inspired by the subterfuge that the Greeks used to enter the city of Troy and win the war. Trojan Horse is 
a minimal dining chair, made of clear lines that symbolize the novelty of the mythical stratagem.

Dining chair. Ideal for indoor and outdoor use.

Available in two colours - white and black.

Dimensions: 58,5 cm length X 52,1 cm width X 80,4 cm height.
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MODERN TAKES Collection 

Deadalous - Modular Library
Daedalus is a modular library designed to offer stability thanks to its geometric pattern and well 
defined cut, as if it was sculpted from stone,inspired by the Greek skillful craftsman and artist who 
created the Labyrinth on Crete, in which the Minotaur was kept.

The modularity of Daedalus allows the user to adapt the furniture to their style and needs without 
losing the harmony of this furniture set. The result is a product that transmits essence, that contains 
the complexity and the density of a work finalized to the extreme degree, the purpose of which is to 
create desirable places to live.
     
Dimensions: 45 cm width x 45 cm height x 39.5 cm depth. 
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URBAN BENCHES Collection
COLLECTION BY GEORGE DRAKAKIS 

Urban Benches is a series of furniture designed by George Drakakis to 
accommodate people at the crossroads of contemporary public space. 

Inspired by concepts and forms in nature and mathematics, each piece 
involves much more than making bold and innovative aesthetic expres-
sions; Urban Benches address public needs like those of social interac-
tion, inclusion and accessibility.

Golden A’ Design Award Winner  
for Street Furniture Design  
Category in 2014-2015.  
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URBAN BENCHES Collection

Eighternity
The mathematical representation of infinity and the word eight created Eighternity. 

The benches’ curves and sculptural angles provide a comfortable and embracing seating experience 
while its solid and robust built endures outdoor use and all-weather conditions. Golden A’ Design 
Award Winner for Street Furniture Design Category in 2014.

Characteristics: Ideal for indoors and outdoors. Easy and cost efficient to install.

Dimensions:
Width x Depth x Height = 1360 x 980 x 1050 mm,
single unit dimensions.
Width x Depth x Height = 1360 x 1780 x 1050 mm,
two units dimensions.
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URBAN BENCHES Collection

Nessie
Carefully balanced curves provide a comfortable seating experience. The basic unit element may be 
installed in different ways and directions. This way, combinations of two or three unit benches can 
occur. The solid and robust built of Nessie is ideal for outdoor use as it endures all-weather condi-
tions. Golden A’ Design Award Winner for Street Furniture Design Category in 2014-2015. 

Characteristics: Ideal for indoors and outdoors. Easy and cost efficient to install.

Dimensions:
Seating Level: Height = 390 mm.
Single unit dimensions: 
Width mm x Depth mm x Height mm = 2870 mm x 1120 mm x 885 mm.
Two Units Composition: 
Width mm x Depth mm x Height mm = 3580 mm x 1120 mm x 885 mm.
Three Units Composition: 
Width mm x Depth mm x Height mm = 3210 mm x 3040 mm x 885 mm. 
Inscribed in a radius of 1840mm.
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URBAN BENCHES Collection

Marching Ants

Marching Ants represents a study on three-dimensional continuity. The benches’ curved and fluid 
concrete forms are inspired by the works of M.C. Escher and visual illusions. Functioning as a sitting 
possibility as well as configuring space, Marching Ants caters people’s needs without overcrowding 
public space. Its modular structure adapts to different spaces and needs. Golden A’ Design Award 
Winner for Street Furniture Design Category in 2014-2015. 

Characteristics: Ideal for indoors and outdoors. Easy and cost efficient to install.

Dimensions:
Seating Level: Height = 380 mm
Single unit dimensions: 
Width mm x Depth mm x Height mm = 1740 mm x 1040 mm x 910 mm.
Two Units Composition (Marching Ants):
Width mm x Depth mm x Height mm = 3300 mm x 1040 mm x 910 mm.
Four Units Composition (Relaxing Ants):
Width mm x Depth mm x Height mm = 3300 mm x 3700 mm x 910 mm. 
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ACCESSORIES
HIGH- END DESIGN PIECES WITH ATTENTION TO DETAIL 

INOMO’s enduring mission of quality craftmanship and constant pursuit 
of minimalist expression has lead to the creation of a new product cat-
egory which will serve everyday needs that face corporate brands,event 
management and planning companies,concierge services etc. 

INOMO Accessories Category is the product category of the brand 
which offers a range of products required for premium corporate needs, 
unique lifestyle gift ideas, and general  for a premium particular func-
tion, VIP situation, or luxury setting. The whole collection of this catego-
ry will be launched in 2018.

As all INOMO products, Accessories category is ideal for indoor and 
outdoor use.

Emerald Dispay Base for GreekLuxuryProducts of Luxury Concierge displaying Ossetra caviar in Hilton Athens.
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ACCESSORIES

Emerald Sculpture Display Base

Emerald Display Base is an ode to simpicity and attention to detail. Solid fiberglass and highest 
quality emerald colour finish give it an aerial movement with minimal aesthetic and a luxury tac-
tile feel.

The base has been created to serve as a display base for premium luxury products while can be 
customised to the need of the brand developing a tailor made product.

Dimensions (cm):
52 height x 36 max length x  caviar stand diameter 15,5

Black Emerald Blue
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WAVES

DAYBED
210

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

Fiberglass Base: 210 length x 75 height rear  
x 44 height front

Base Cushion: 170 length X 8 thickness
Throw Pillows: 60 x 60 + 60 x 45 + 55 x 45

WAVES

COAST 
STOOL

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

White Black Grey

PRODUCT OVERVIEW - TECHNICAL SPECS

Fiberglass Base: 160 length x 75 height rear  
x44 height front

Base Cushion: 130 length X 8 thickness
Throw Pillows: 60 x 60 + 60 x 45 + 55 x 45

55 x 45

60 x 45

60 x 60

DAYBED
160

Beige Black Blue Creme White

Silky White Moon Grey Rocky Black
Fiberglass Base

Beige Black Blue Creme White

Silky White Moon Grey Rocky Black
Fiberglass Base

Fiberglass Base: 84 lenght x 38 height  
Base Cushion: 74 length X 8 thickness
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MODERN TAKES

FRAGMENTS
Stool / Side - table

57.3 cm diameter X 40 cm height

Silky White Moon Grey Metallic

MODERN TAKES

NIKE 
Side table

Available in two sizes 
Side table / Dimensions: 60 cm length  
X 60 cm width X 45 cm height

PRODUCT OVERVIEW - TECHNICAL SPECS

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

White Black

MODERN TAKES

DEADALOUS
Modular Library

45 cm width x 45 cm height  
x 39.5 cm depth

Silky White Moon Grey Metallic

MODERN TAKES

TROJAN
HORSE
Dining Chair

58,5 cm length X 52,1 cm width  
X 80,4 cm height

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

White Black
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URBAN BENCHES

NESSIE Seating Level: Height = 390 mm.
(Width x Depth x Height mm) 
Single unit dimensions: 2870 mm x 1120 mm  
x 885 mm.
Two Units Composition: 3580 mm x 1120 mm  
x 885 mm.
Three Units Composition: 3210 mm x 3040 mm 
x 885 mm. Inscribed in a radius of 1840mm.

URBAN BENCHES

EIGHTERNITY Width x Depth x Height 
Single unit dimensions: 1360 x 980  
x 1050 mm,
Two units dimensions: 1360 x 1780  
x 1050 mm

PRODUCT OVERVIEW - TECHNICAL SPECS

DIMENSIONS (mm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

DIMENSIONS (mm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

ACCESSORIES

EMERALD 
SCULPTURE 
DISPLAY BASE

52 height x 36 max length 
x caviar stand diameter 15,5

Black Emerald Blue

URBAN BENCHES

MARCHING
ANTS

Seating Level: Height = 380 mm
(Width x Depth x Height mm) 
Single unit dimensions: 1740 mm x 1040 mm x 
910 mm.
Two Units Composition (Marching Ants): 3300 
mm x 1040 mm x 910 mm.
Four Units Composition (Relaxing Ants): 3300 
mm x 3700 mm x 910 mm. 

DIMENSIONS (mm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

DIMENSIONS (cm)            COLORS                      SPECIFICATIONS                    

White Black

White Black

White Black
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READY FOR ONLINE SALE
WWW.INOMODESIGN.COM

For all further inquiries contact us at:
sales@inomodesign.com

f                   i               y                l inomodesigncom                inomodesign                Inomo Design                company/inomo


